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the word ‘lizardman’ is used for reptilians of all genders.

Oh, How the Space-Hounds Bay!

by
William P

J

S
is dedicated to my lovely friends
who have been listening to me talk
about how I’m writing some game or another

Introduction

ever since I rst thought that it was a cool thing to do
you guys are the best

The game you hold in your hot little hands, or squint at on your screen
is S: Degenerates of the Galactic Rim, Second Edition.
In it, you and your friends pretend that you are the damnedest motley
crew of rakes and wastrels ever to blight the Galaxy with your presence.
S is a roleplaying game, which means there’s no board
or computer involved, just you, some dice, some paper, and your friends’
ugly mugs. The most egomaniacal one of you gets to be the spacemaster, and everyone else is a player. As a player, you dream up an unfortunate member of the crew, and you’re responsible for providing eir
actions. As the spacemaster, you are responsible for providing a Galaxy
to explore and for inventing new and exciting ways to confound your
poor players.

Genre
Although S styles itself as “science ction,” we say ‘science’ in its loosest possible sense. S owes a great debt to
the literature of science ction, sword-and-planet, space opera, planetary romance, &so., but very little to the physical laws of the observable
universe. Physicists, avert your eyes. Everyone else:
Read Dune (Frank Herbert), Tales of Pirx the Pilot (Stanislaw Lem),
Space Vulture (Gary Wolf and Archbishop John Myers), The Stars, My
Destination (aka Tiger! Tiger!, Alfred Bester), or Two Years Before the Mast
(R.H. Dana).
Listen to Hardworlder (by Slough Feg), or anything by Deltron 3030.
Watch Flash Gordon (1980), Streets of Fire (1984), or the original series of Star Trek.
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Character Types

The rst thing to gure out about your character is eir type. Alien,
human, robot? Scheming or trustworthy? Aristocratic or rough-andtumble? We cover the following character types in this book: blueblood, explorer, fern clerk, glitch, lizardman, salt, scoundrel, warwing,
and zottling.
Roll two dice on the following table for your character type.
2–3
4–5
6
7
8
9–10
11–12

blueblood
fern clerk or warwing
scoundrel
salt or explorer
glitch
lizardman
zottling

Your type tells you many things: what species you can be, how many
skill points you start with, what your starting gear is, but most importantly it says what your starting stat line is and what backgrounds you
can have.
S uses a system of seven stats: Cool is for keeping
your calm and making good guesses. Face is for social interaction and
communication. Grit is for violence and physical competition. Luck
is special. Save is for getting out of scrapes and pulling through in the
clutch. Tack is for general space-wherewithal. Wits is for perception
and reasoning.
For each background your character has, you will roll on eir type’s
background table and choose one of the results, ignoring duplicate backgrounds. The number of backgrounds you can have is limited by your
age:
Young
0

Prime
2

Seasoned
3

Old
5

You don’t have to take the maximum number of backgrounds; if
you don’t, you start with extra skill points! Subtract the number of
backgrounds you have from the maximum for your age, and take with
twice the diﬀerence in extra skill points. This usually signi es that your
character has been at one background a long time.
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Chapter 1

Space-People
This chapter is all about the kind of no-good space-characters you’ll
need for a game of S. Everyone but the spacemaster must
create a character for the game, but don’t worry; it’s not that complicated, and this chapter covers the process from start to nish.

1.1

The Basics

To create a character, you must:
1. Roll for your character type.
2. Choose your age.
3. Roll for your backgrounds.
4. Choose some skills.
Type is a loose notion of what your character is about; it is related
to species, but distinct from it; some species come from several types,
and some types can include members of several species.
A character’s age is where ey gets eir starting stats, and says how
many backgrounds ey can have. Skills are based on your stats; you buy
your rst ranks in skills with skill points and then add any ranks that
you get from your backgrounds.
1
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would do best to avoid scoundrels, but they can be quite hard to get
out of one’s life.
Scoundrel

Best
luck

Good
cool, face

Fair
grit, save, tack

Poor
wits

Species: human
Skill points: 4
Starting gear: One plain suit and cap, space-picks, and 20 zm of stuﬀ
Special: You’re used to taking care of yourself; if you are the only
spacer on a ship, you can make an extra rigging test per turn, which
there is no multitasking penalty for.
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor
5–6 bad blood or research subject
7 veteran
8–9 sprawler
10–12 tinker

A Warwing is a feathered soldier of fortune, a grizzled avian vagabond
quick on the draw. These dastardly beaked menaces hail from the nowdefunct Flyer Dominion. One had better be on one’s guard when dealing with a warwing...

Warwing

Best
grit

Good
cool, face

Fair
save, tack, wits

Poor
luck

Species: avian
Skill points: 2 plus a free rank in blades and stealth
Starting gear: One downy tunic, one heavy cloak, a brace of yghter
knives, and 20 zm of stuﬀ
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 guilder
5–6 courtier
7 graduate or trader
8–9 space patrol
10–12 veteran

1.2. CHARACTER TYPES
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A Blueblood was born into some family with more money and connections than sense. Ey galavants from one end of the Galaxy to the
other as though ey owns the place.
Blueblood

Best
face

Good
luck, wits

Fair
grit, tack, save

Poor
cool

Species: human or quilt
Skill points: 3
Starting gear: One ne tailored suit, one pair soft leather shoes, one
pair soft gloves, one space-rapier, and 100 zm in cash or stuﬀ.
Special: You’re an aristocrat, so you get special legal privileges and
can be invited to the right parties. You’d better watch out if you nd
yourself among space-communists, however!
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor
5–6 guilder
7 courtier or graduate
8–9 space patrol
10–12 trader

An Explorer lives for the thrill of the unknown; ey yearns constantly
to discover new worlds and civilizations. A true explorer is never really
able to relax knowing that amazing new horizons are out there, waiting.
Explorer

Best
save

Good
face, tack

Fair
grit, luck, wits

Poor
cool

Species: human
Skill points: 3
Starting gear: one space-mesh suit, one pair leather boots, and 25 zm
of stuﬀ
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 cyborg
5–6 exile
7 space patrol or surveyor
8–9 tinker
10–12 trader

4
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A Fern Clerk is a plant person with a yen for mind-numbing bureaucracy. They can be found wherever there is red tape to be aunted,
looking on with disapproval.
Fern Clerk

Best
wits

Good
cool, face

Fair
luck, save, tack

Poor
grit

Species: plantoid
Skill points: 2 and a free rank in law
Starting gear: One tailored suit and 80 zm of cash or stuﬀ
Special: You are immediately welcome in archival and administrative bodies.
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor
5–6 courtier
7 graduate or jurist
8–9 exile
10–12 space patrol

A Glitch was created for some servile task, but had plans of eir own.
Old or new, glitches have abandoned their intended posts.
Glitch

Best
cool

Good
grit, tack

Fair
face, save, wits

Species: robot or quilt
Skill points: 3
Starting gear: 50 zm of stuﬀ
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor
5–6 exile
7 research subject or sprawler
8–9 trader
10–12 tinker

Poor
luck

1.2. CHARACTER TYPES
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A Lizardman is a savvy reptile-person with a knack for spacefaring.
Lizardmen prefer to keep their own counsel, but have been known to
roll with stupid humans, from time to time.
Lizardman

Best
tack

Good
grit, save

Fair
cool, luck, wits

Poor
face

Species: lizardman
Skill points: 3
Starting gear: One loincloth, one belt with pouches, and 30 zm of
stuﬀ
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor
5–6 graduate (old school)
7 exile or space patrol
8–9 trader
10–12 veteran
A Salt is has seen enough to know better than to go out looking for
trouble, but not quite enough that ey never does it. Salts are honest folk
who manage to nd themselves mixed up in something altogether too
often.
Salt

Best
cool

Good
tack, luck

Fair
grit, wits, save

Poor
face

Species: avian, human, or spacebold
Skill points: 3
Starting gear: One space-uniform and 40 zm of stuﬀ
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 cyborg
5–6 guilder
7 space patrol or veteran
8–9 sprawler
10–12 trader

A Scoundrel is a criminal, libertine, rogue, or soldier of fortune
making eir living with whatever racket ey can think up. Most people

10
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1.2. CHARACTER TYPES
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1.5 Backgrounds
This section describes all the backgrounds your character can roll on
the tables in this book. Any character can take one background that’s
not on eir type’s table, but ey starts play with an extra regret.
Some backgrounds that are listed on the class tables are actually
families of several related backgrounds. If you rolled one of them, you
have your choice of the backgrounds given for it. These families are
listed in bold italics, while individual backgrounds are listed in plain
boldface.
Advisors are that rare kind of spacer who’re always game to help
their friends out of tricky situations. Here are three advisor backgrounds:
• Bartender — you keep everyone else sane, or at least far enough
into their cups that they can act sane. Bartenders get insight 1,
keen 1, patchwork 1 for skills. Start with two bottles of liquor.
Special: Anyone you pour a drink for rolls skill+1 on any tests ey
talks to you about, until ey sobers up.
• Preach — you are a God-fearing sort, seeing to a crew of (let’s face
it) degenerates. Preachers get enigmas 1, insight 2 for skills. Start
with a scroll of advice. Special: When someone else presses eir
luck, you can pray for em and let em use your luck instead. Count
black marks against your luck, not eir luck.
• Sawbones — you’re a medical expert or surgeon, with little patience for the shenanigans that your patients get up to. Sawbones
get insight 1, medicine 1, patchwork 1 for skills. Start with a medical bag.
Bad Blood — you’re a freakish mutant. Such a condition is a sign
of a degenerate bloodline, more common on the fringes of civilization.
Bad blood gives brawl 1, resilience 1, scrounging 1 for skills. Special: you
must take a mutation.
Courtier — you make your living at court, at the beck and call of
powerful space-kings. Courtiers get blades 1, etiquette 2, law 1 for skills.
Cyborg — you are partly metal, partly real; some become cyborgs
after injury, while others are looking to soup up their bodies. Cyborgs
get manufacture 1, resilience 1, scrounging 1 for skills. Special: You have
a cyber-module installed; this counts as a mutation, but a mechanic can

A Zottling is a follower of Evil Painmaster Zot, the ruthless master of the Empire of Pain. A few zottlings wander far from the Empire,
especially those who don’t see eye-to-eye with the Painmaster.

Zottling

Best
cool

Good
face, wits

Fair
grit, luck, save

Poor
tack

Species: spacebold
Skill points: 4
Starting gear: One plain suit, one pair dark rubber boots, one pair
dark rubber gloves, and 25 zm of stuﬀ
Special: Zottlings can enter a frenzy, to become quite deadly in a
ght or recklessly inventive in the machine-shop, at the cost of exhausting their energies. You roll skill+1 on tests while frenzied, and manufacture or engineer tests take half the usual amount of time, but at the end
of it you will be completely exhausted. If you are wounded, a frenzy
risks reopening your wounds (make a resilience test).
Roll on the following background table:
2–4 advisor (sawbones)
5–6 exile
7 jurist or research subject
8–9 tinker
10–12 veteran (headhunter)

1.2.1

Drifters

Not all characters have one of the above types; generic unfortunates are
called drifters. Drifters can be of any species, and can have any background, but they get only 2 skill points, and start play with an extra
regret. Drifters always have poor luck; they pick two other stats to be
good, and the rest are fair.
If it seems like drifters get a raw deal, that’s because they’re not really
supposed to be player characters.
Drifters roll on the following table for backgrounds.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.3

courtier
graduate
cyborg
advisor, tinker
bad blood
exile, sprawler
veteran
space patrol, surveyor
jurist, trader
research subject
guilder

Species

The galaxy runeth over with alien species. Although there are certainly
species other than the ones covered here, the types in this book come
from the following species: avian, human, lizardman, plantoid, quilt,
robot, and spacebold.
Avians are bird-people. They have beaks on their faces, short feathers instead of hair running from their face down their backs, and ight
feathers on their long, powerful arms. An avian on the wing can glide
or even ascend, with eﬀort. Avians are known to be scornful and conservative, but not to be taken lightly.
Humans are people like you know them, so we measure most of
the other species against them. Nothing personal, just convenient. Humans and Plantoids once had a powerful empire, but it broke down
catastrophically long ago.
Lizardmen are lizardmen, powerfully built, if stooping in stature.
Male and female lizardmen are all called ‘lizardmen.’ Their eyesight is
poor, but their noses are sharp, and their rough skin can change color to
blend in with their surroundings. They have long, non-prehensile tails,
tough hides, and sharp claws. It is said that lizardmen have two moods:
laughter and grumbling.
Plantoids are short, stocky plant-people whose esh is rough and
woody, yet delicate. Foliage grows from their head and shoulders, and
they drink with their ngers or toes. Plantoids are a very exact species,
delighting in taxonomy and detailed systems. They often wind up doing everyone else’s paperwork.

1.4. AGE
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Quilts are fabric-people, stitched together from scraps or fabric and
bits of batting, given life and intelligence in some unknown way. Quilts
were created by some unimaginably ancient empire which rose and fall
before the humans even got oﬀ their world. Having outlived their creators, quilts quietly maintain themselves and create more of their own.
Robots are metal or plastic shells, jammed full of obscure whirring
machinery. They come in many shapes, usually smaller than humans.
Robots move jerkily, but with precision, and their voices sound strange
and hollow. Robots love to be active, although some rankle at serving
the organics.
Spacebolds are smallish, quick-witted, and unruly people. They are
bald, have blunt teeth, little cartilage on their faces. Most spacebolds
have wiry builds and skin that varies from grey to rust-colored. Spacebolds distrust the rule of law, preferring to throw their lot in with a
great leader than with a government.

1.4

Age

Your character’s age is pretty important in describing em; as you’ll recall,
it tells you the maximum number of backgrounds you can have. Your
age will also help determine your stats and your regrets.
While your type tells you what your best, good, fair, and poor stats
are, your age tells you what to put down for each tier:
Best
Good
Fair
Poor

Young
7
6
6
5

Prime
7
6
5
4

Seasoned
6
5
5
4

Old
6
5
4
3

Aging takes more of a toll than just your stats; older characters start
with regrets. You must start with at least one regret for every category
that lies in your past. Regrets are a loose notion meant to ll out your
character: burned bridges, broken hearts, and old enemies all make
good regrets.
If you’re having trouble thinking of regrets, try to imagine how your
character should ll out the sentence, “I really shouldn’t have...” or, “If
only...hadn’t happened to me.” Your spacemaster has the nal say on
what counts as a regret.

14
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the tentacles.
A few mutants look ordinary enough, but have mutated psyches.
The phenomenon is not well understood, but these ‘psycists’ manifest
strange powers. If a character is a powerful psychotic, ey has a power
associated with one of eir stats. Whenever ey presses eir luck on a test
for that stat, eir power comes out—for better or worse, depending on
success!
With discipline, a psychist can learn a skill to control the manifestations of eir power. Controlling a psychotic power is a hard skill in for
the associated stat. If a psychist has a rank in eir power, ey can control
whether the power manifests when ey presses eir luck.
Some example powers follow:
Cryptic [wits] — you have all kinds of crazy visions. Usually it’s little stuﬀ, and you can tell the diﬀerence between what’s real and what’s
not. When you have a full-on episode, however, you see bits and pieces
of things that could happen. The spacemaster says what your premonitions show you, but they may or may not be horri cally misleading.
Grim [save] — you feel, deep in your bones, that things are always
teetering on the edge of destruction. When you feel them teetering
towards you, you nd that you can push them back, although a disaster
so averted is always a disaster redirected. On a success, it is turned on
your tormentors, but on a failure you’ve merely shifted the problem
around.
Jumpy [grit] — you have a hard time staying in one place. In tense
situations, you can displace yourself, winking from one corner of the
room to another. This is limited to a few yards at the furthest, and you
might not always land where you expect...
Pushy [face] — you can be extremely persuasive. If you do it right,
you can make people do you reasonable favors eagerly. If you do it
wrong, people might do what they think you want even more eagerly!
Shocking [cool] — you can generate electric arcs from your body.
These can be used for a number of purposes, from jump-starting machines and vital organs to jump-stopping them. Treat an arc like a stunbaton if you use it on a person. Using this power is quite painful for you,
so you roll skill–1 your next action unless you can take a breather.
Spacey [tack] — you’re in the habit of staring into the void, and the
void is in the habit of staring back. You hear echoes of what your actions
might have been, and you can make them heard by others; when you
use your power successfully, one of your echoes grants a friend of yours

1.5. BACKGROUNDS
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it out with a manufacture test, provided ey has a replacement cybermodule handy.
Exile — you’ve been stationed far oﬀ or sent on a solitary spacemission. Exiles have had long space-journeys to learn the meaning of silence and solitude. Exiles get engineer 1, patchwork 1, spacesuit 1, keen
1 for skills.
Guilder — you have done an apprenticeship with the Guild of Navigators and Astropaths, a knower of the mathematical mysteries of that
order. Guilders get enigmas 1, keen 1, polynomials 1, stealth 1 for skills.
Graduates have completed a formal course of study at a (more or
less reputable) institution of higher space-learning. Here are three graduate backgrounds:
• Mooniveristy of Orion — you studied at one of the renown colleges on the moons of Orion. The course of study includes two
ranks in any one of law, medicine, and polynomials, and one rank
in one of the other two.
• Old School — you learned from the masters of Old School, in Old
Quadrant. The teachers at Old School are staunch traditionalists.
The course of study includes at least one rank in engineer, and an
additional two ranks chosen as you like from engineer, insight,
and shipwright.
• Space Academy — you attended the legendary Academy of the
Space Patrol, where they taught you theoretical and practical skills
for becoming a space-oﬃcer. The course of study includes two
ranks in either polynomials or engineer, and one rank in either
keen or enigmas.
Jurist — you are an arcane and sophisticated legal expert, capable of
advocating or ruling on diﬃcult matters. Jurists get etiquette 1, insight
1, keen 1, sleight 1 for skills. Start with a scroll about law.
Research Subject — you were held against your will by power-mad
scientists, who experimented on you! Research subjects get keen 1, resilience 2 for skills. Special: You must take a mutation.
Space Patrol — you are a member of the Space Patrol, an noble force
that, well, patrols space. Members get keen 1, patchwork 1, rigging 1,
spacesuit 1 for skills. Start with a space-marlinspike.
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Sprawler — you live in the cramped heat of a sprawlworld, a planet
that’s all but covered in city, spaceports, and ruins. Sprawlers get sincerity 1, scrounging 1, sleight 1 for skills.
Surveyor — you’re an intrepid cartographer and investigator, one
of the brave few who dares chart the unknown. Surveyors get keen 1,
patchwork 1, scrounging 2 for skills.
Trader — you deal in space-goods, be you a fancy merchant prince
or a y-by-night rogue running questionable cargo for questionable ports.
Traders get etiquette 1, helm 1, polynomials 1 for skills.
Tinker — you’re a traveling master of crafts, working on machines
and ships and whatever keeps you fed. Tinkers get engineer 1, manufacture 2, patchwork 1 for skills. Start with a set of tinkering tools.
Veterans have lived hard, some of them for the thrill of it and some
of them because they had no choice. Here are ve veteran backgrounds:
• Ace — you’re a hot-blooded, fast- ying pilot who takes no guﬀ
from anyone. Aces get helm 2, keen 1, gunnery 1 for skills.
• Flatfoot — you are some manner of copper, detective, or military
police. Flatfoots get brawl 1, insight 1, law 1, resilience 1 for skills.
Start the game with a pair of jackboots.
• Headhunter — you are a ruthless bounty chaser trained to stalk
the most dangerous game. Headhunters get keen 1, tness 1, patchwork 1, stealth 1 for skills.
• Marine — you are a member of some military or another, juiced
up for combat with colonies of enhancing bacteria. Marines get
gunnery 1, keen 1, resilience 1, spacesuit 1 for skills. Start the game
with a loaded auto-pistol, beam pistol, or revolver.
• Press Gang — you were forcibly impressed into hard service by an
unscrupulous space captain. Nevertheless, it’s hands-on experience. Press gangs give tness 1, patchwork 1, rigging 1, shipwright
1 for skills. Start with a space-marlinspike.

1.6

Mutants

Mutants, through unfortunate birth or eldritch misfortune, have poxy,
twisted shapes. Mutants are almost universally looked down upon. If
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you are not a quilt or a robot, you can take a mutation (with your spacemaster’s permission).
The Galaxy is full of strange radiation, toxic vapors, tainted booze,
and mad science. There’s more than enough reason to fear for your
genes. Most mutants, through unfortunate birth or eldritch misfortune,
have poxy, twisted shapes that stand out: growths, patches of incongruous esh, odd proportions and strange coloration are all common
among mutants.
Some example mutations follow:
Alien Organ — one of your organs developed into a freakish version
of itself. Some examples: Alien guts can digest most anything, but cause
cravings ranging from strange to vile. Alien glands make you immune to
most diseases, but once a week secrete a random drug that aﬀects you
unless a doctor can drain it. An alien arm is strong and resilient, ignoring
penalties for deprivation, exhaustion, and pain, but sometimes having a
will of its own. An alien eye sees into people’s hearts, giving you insight+1
but skill–1 for spotting things.
Berserk — when you are hit, even if you are not wounded, you must
test save–1 or else y into a rage, in which you roll skill+2 on all gritbased tests, but your responses are purely ght or ight. This lasts until
you fall unconscious or have half an hour or so to calm yourself. You
may intentionally bring on a rage.
Freakish Stat — one of your stats is preternaturally good: bump one
of your good stats up to the level of your best stat, and drop your other
good stat down to the poor.
Lumbering — you are somewhat overgrown and stooping for your
species, with a thick and tough body. You are treated as though your
skin was thick hide or rubber, but roll skill-1 on initiative tests.
Molting — although you look ordinary enough, you occasionally
(and panfully!) molt, taking an a new appearance and voice. The process takes one day, and occurs once every four to six months, although a
medicine test can bring it on early, or hold it oﬀ for another 1–6 months.
Quick — you are much faster than you look. When in a con ict,
you may interrupt actions that have the same initiative as you, but you
suﬀer from insomnia; if you become exhausted, you remain exhausted
for at least a full day after you rest.
Tentacles — you have one or more long, mutant tentacles. Treat all
your the tentacles as a single alien arm, with which you may make an
extra test per turn. You must eat half again as much as normal to support
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an immediate do-over on a failed test. A failure causes the specter of
possibility to be more mischievous.

1.7

Chapter 2

Dice
These rules help say what happens during a game of S.
For most play, no dice are required; your and your spacemaster’s sense
can dictate what should happen. It is when there is some uncertainty
or tension that the dice come into play.
The core mechanic is the test. To make a test:
Roll two dice. A 2 always passes, and a 12 always fails. Otherwise, you pass if the roll is less than or equal to your skill level.
How do you gure out your skill level? If you have ranks in the skill,
add those to the stat the skill is based on. Otherwise, you roll against
stat–1, or against stat–2 for hard skills.
For most tests, someone with a rank in the same skill can assist you,
which gives you skill+1. Multiple assistants do not stack. Other circumstances might have you rolling at some bonus or penalty. The spacemaster has the nal say about what stacks and what doesn’t.
Usually, only one skill is used at a time, but sometimes your rank
in multiple skills is relevant. Perhaps you’re covering multiple stations
on a spaceship, trying to do something in spacesuit, or trying to nd
shelter in the middle of a storm. In those situations, use the lowest of all
relevant skills.
If someone challenges one a test, both characters make a test. The
whoever rolls the best success—passes by the biggest margin—wins. On
a tie, things remain deadlocked.
18

Skills

Your character’s skills are things that ey knows how to do. How good ey
is at one of eir skills depends on how many ‘ranks’ ey has in the skill. At
character creation, you start with no ranks, and spend skill points. Once
you are done, you get ranks from your backgrounds and character type.
You do not need to spend all your skill points at character creation, you
can save leftovers to spend with skill points that you gain later.
Stats are used as the basis for skills, but luck is special; you can press
your luck when you don’t like your odds the honest way. Be careful,
however, because luck has a way of coming back to bite you...
The following chart breaks down which skills come from which
stats. Skills marked with an asterisk are hard skills, which cost more
to learn.
cool
face
grit
save
tack
wits

helm, manufacture, and *sleight, *stealth
*etiquette, *law, and sincerity
*blades, brawl, tness, gunnery
patchwork, insight, *resilience, and scrounging
*engineer, rigging, *shipwright, and spacesuit
enigmas, keen, *medicine, and *polynomials

For normal skills, each rank costs as many skill points as you currently have ranks in the skill, plus one. For hard skills, it is your current
number of ranks plus two.
If your crew intends to y a spaceship, you had better have the
following skills covered between you: keen and polynomials (for the
bridge crew), helm (for the pilot), engineer (for, well, the engineer),
and rigging (for the hands). It’s highly recommended that your crew
also has some ranks in enigmas, patchwork, and spacesuit, although you
can y without them.

Blades is for using knives, swords, or other edged weapons.
Brawl is for throwing your weight around in st ghts.
Engineer is for maintaining large machinery, such as space-engines.
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Enigmas is for spaceship comms, code-breaking, and reading.
Etiquette is for not making a fool of yourself in social situations.
Fitness is for climbing, jumping, running, swimming, &so.
Gunnery is for shooting handheld or spaceship guns and lasers.
Helm is for driving animals, vehicles, or spaceships.
Insight is for guring out what other people want or need.
Keen is for noticing things and using spaceship sensors.
Law is for talking your way out of stuﬀ in the proper channels.1
Manufacture is for making and repairing machines.
Medicine is for diagnosing and treating disease and injury.
Patchwork is for rst aid, damage control, and sewing.
Polynomials is for plotting courses and other tricky math.
Resilience is for surviving extreme conditions.
Rigging is for hauling the space-line and rigging up spaceships.
Scrounging is for nding what you need to survive.
Shipwright is for building or doing serious repairs on spaceships.
Sincerity is for getting people to believe what you’re saying.
Sleight is for doing fast- nger work or any kind of fancy tricks.
Spacesuit is for using a spacesuit in the great void of space.
Stealth is for doing things without being noticed.
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S Character Record
Name:
Age:
Background(s):

Type:
Species:

Skill points:

Spent:

Stats and Skills
BG

SP

BG

C

S

helm
manufacture
*sleight
*stealth

insight
patchwork
*resilience
scrounging

F

T

*etiquette
*law
sincerity

*engineer
rigging
*shipwright
spacesuit

G
*blades
brawl
tness
gunnery

L

W
enigmas
keen
*medicine
*polynomials

Regrets

Notes and Possessions

Wounds:

1 Or as close to them as you can get

SP
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reason (such as overheating). One engineer test is needed per engineering station, and is made at skill–1 for every unattended station. To vent
a point of waste heat, only one engineer and one test is required.
Landing or docking is much like takeoﬀ, but rst you must get accurate sensor bearings (keen). Transferring between orbits is like landing,
you must do some fancy computations (polynomials).
The jump to warp is slightly simpler than a thruster burn; only keen,
polynomials, and rigging tests are required, although the engines must
be online. Navigators rely on weft charts to know the contours of the
nearby universe; if you have to plot a course without them, roll skill–1.
If a warp navigator fails, the ship could wind up oﬀ course, or in
bad space-weather which requires one or more rigging tests to get out
of safely.
Aiming a turret to re a weapon requires a sensor lock on your target (keen), careful aim (gunnery), and awless timing (rigging). Getting
a x is at skill–1 if the other ship has not burned its engines recently, has
released interfering chaﬀ, or is on a planet obscured by weather. If the
weapon is on a xed array, add the keen and gunnery steps into the
ship’s main maneuver, and use the rigging result for the rest of the ship.
Bad space-conditions (like asteroid elds, dense gas clouds, nebulae, or nearby mass storms) force all keen, enigmas, and polynomials
tests at skill–1 if you have one rank or fewer in the skill.
Space-communications require an enigmas test to establish a connection with another radio operator. In civilized space, space-radio
contact is expected before each maneuver. If you and your listener take
the time to complete a handshake, your transmissions will be in a code
that requires an enigmas–2 test to break. Tight-beam transmissions cannot be overheard, but you need a rigging test to aim the antenna array.

2.3.1

Calculators

Calculators are hardy computing machines mounted in spaceships to
make bridge tasks easier.
Calculators run algorithmic processes to assist the crew; advanced
calculators can run several processes simultaneously. The basic calculator process lets an operator re-try a failed enigmas, keen, or polynomials
test made this turn.
New algorithms can be written for the calculator. Simple programs
might give a comm oﬃcer, gunner, navigator, or sensor scanner skill+1

2.1. CONTESTS AND CONFLICTS

2.1
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Contests and Con icts

Sometimes things heat up more than a quick contest can really handle.
When they do, it might make sense to roll out a con ict. Con icts can
take many rounds to resolve. Each round, everyone tests initiative—eir
choice of tness or keen.
Then, in order from the worst failure to the best success, each character takes a turn. On your turn you can take an action, but anyone who
hasn’t taken a turn yet can jump in and use eir turn to contest your action. Someone else can jump turn order to contest them, and so on, but
no character can take more than one turn per round.
Contests get resolved from the most recent challenge to the oldest.
If you lose a contest, your action fails and you forfeit your pending contests.
Example: Sarg Jorbrood, Tal, and Lizardman Bowie are ghting.
Their initiative totals are Sarg +1, Tal 0, and Bowie -1, so the turn
order is Bowie, Tal, then Sarg.
Bowie takes aim at Tal. Tal jumps turn order and returns re.
Sarg jumps turn order and tackles Tal. There are two contests to
resolve: Sarg against Tal, and Tal against Bowie.
If Sarg wins the brawl contest, Tal gives up the gunnery contest
and Bowie just makes a gunnery test to hit. But if Tal wins the brawl
contest, ey gets to make a gunnery contest with Bowie.
An action always calls for a test or contest, usually one of the grit
skills: blades, brawl, tness, or gunnery. Winning an attack test indicates that you hit your mark. Fitness is used for climbing, dodging, and
running, jumping.
If are trying to shoot someone at point-blank range, your roll skill–1
in a contest. You also roll skill–1 to shoot someone who has signi cant
cover.

2.2

Luck

If your luck stat isn’t zero and you don’t like your odds of success on a
test, you can choose to press your luck. Add any skill ranks you have
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to your luck stat, and roll (ignoring any penalties, including those for
being untrained in a skill). A pass means circumstances miraculously
worked out in your favor, and a failure is an ordinary failure.
Why wouldn’t you want to do this on every test, you might ask?
Every time you press your luck, you’re taking your fate into your own
hands. When you press your luck, the spacemaster rolls a die, and puts
that many black marks next to your name. If you ever have more marks
than your current luck, your luck takes a turn for the worse! Reduce it
by one, and the spacemaster starts eir count over again. Your reduced
luck is what you use the next time you press your luck.
When your luck sours, something bad happens to you and your
crew. It might not be now, and but it’ll come soon, at the earliest and
worst opportunity. Bad luck shouldn’t kill you outright or anything
like that. The spacemaster’s cruelty and ingenuity is required. But it
could get someone hurt or force em to make some unexpected tests.
The fallout of bad luck doesn’t have to be fall the worst on you, but
everyone should be sure to give you dirty looks if you manage to shirk
it.
When it goes south, there are all sorts of things that spacers do to try
to turn your luck around; If one of them succeeds, it wipes out all black
marks, or (if your luck is clean) it recovers 1 point of lost luck. This can
never raise it above its original level. For each of the things described,
throw a die.
Spacers of a God-fearing sort might hit the chapel when they get
into port. Some form of space-monotheism is common throughout the
Galaxy, although exact doctrine diﬀers from system to system (and from
building to building and person to person).
Going to proper services and praying earnestly might turn your fortunes (roll of 6+). Your chances are a little better if you can help out
those less fortunate than you (roll of 5+ if the spacemaster agrees that
you’re engaged in good work).
You may make only one roll per week, or per planetary system (everyone knows that God hates the warp), whichever comes rst. It helps
if you abstain from the worst of the spaceport debauchery; if you demonstrated moral ber during your shore leave, the spacemaster may allow
you to roll again when you head back to space.
More superstitious spacers might try to nd a lucky fountain or
well; throwing a zorkmid into one might (roll of 5+) turn your luck
around. This only works if the fountain is actually lucky (most of them
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aren’t), but supposedly lucky fountains can be a big draw for a spaceport. No spacer can get luck out of the same well more than once per
year, and it’s a waste to try more than once a day.
If a spaceman has a good luck charm, giving it away it on to someone
else often (roll of 3+) turns eir luck right around; wipe out all marks and
recover a point of lost luck! The spacer doing the giving can take money
for eir charm, but the charm must leave eir possession for good.
Another way that spacer can stave oﬀ a losing streak is by going by
going to a sweat lodge or taking vision-inducing drugs under the supervision of an experienced guide. You’ll need to test insight to get a guide
to take you on, since these services cannot be bought or sold.

2.3

Flying a Spaceship

It takes a lot of space-brains and space-muscle to y a spaceship. The
crew needs to take sensor readings, factor complex curves through space,
carefully throttle space-engine ux, stoke the space- res of the reactor,
and haul the space-line.
Spaceships are aging collections of hulls and subsystems held together and operated by space-lines running the length and breadth of
the ship. The standing rigging holds systems in place and needs to be
unshipped for adjustments or repairs to be made, while the running
rigging must be constantly laid out or hauled in with every maneuver.
Every maneuver requires several tests to pull oﬀ; though this seems
complex, remember the fundamental rule of spaceship actions:
If the last test was a failure, roll at skill–1.
For most maneuvers, the ultimate success or failure is determined
by the rigging test at the end.
To takeoﬀ from the surface of a planet or moon, you must stoke the
space-engines (engineer), light the thrusters (helm), and haul the spaceline (rigging). One helm test is required for each thruster system, and
each failure generates a point of waste heat. Small ships (with fewer
than 10 spars) only need a single rigging test, while large ships need two.
During ight, the space-engines are almost always kept running, so
you only need to get them turning again if they shut down for some
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Holding is keeping your original orbit; you can hold an orbit preemptively, or to challenge an incoming ship.
Orbiting is entering orbit, either from the surface or from a transfer
orbit. The only way to use weapons xed to a ship’s spine is on with an
orbit maneuver.
If a ship holds against an orbiter, the orbiter tests independently at
skill–1 for ever four spars smaller the holding vessel is. If the maneuver
succeeds, the orbiter enters the orbit, but if it fails they fall into a different orbit and the holding vessel gets skill+1 on gunnery tests against
it.
You can pursue someone who’s leaving your orbit, either by transferring or landing. Transfers switch you from one orbit to another by
putting you in a transfer orbit.
A transfer between two diﬀerent orbits of the same planet takes you
one turn. Reaching a planet from a nearby planet or moon takes a few
hours. Between distant planets in the same system, it can take days.
During a transfer, no maneuver has to be taken, but when you reach
the new orbit, it’s time for an orbit maneuver.

2.7

Spaceship Damage

Spaceships can be damaged, just like people. Being hit by weapons’ re
is an important hazard, but other dangers abound in space: from micrometeors to mass storms.
When you are struck by a weapon, roll damage dice: 1 die for light
dangers like micrometeors or point-defense lasers, 2 dice for serious
dangers like kinetic lances, ion vortices, missiles, naval lasers, and railguns, and 3 dice for disasters like near-misses with comets or mass stormfronts.
A kinetic lance is a dumb slug released from a spaceship as part of an
orbit maneuver. Treat it normally when used on a ship holding course,
but if it is red on a ship that just entered orbit, add or subtract the difference between the attacker’s and defender’s performance to the damage dealt, to a minimum of no damage.
All attacks against a ship with an active wave-motion shield are be
rerolled and must pass a second time to be successful. The shield furthermore gives the crew an automatic retry on rigging tests to avoid
space-hazards. If, on any such reroll, the dice come up doubles, the
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on eir test; more complicated programs could automate a skill. A simple
program can be written by passing two polynomials–1 tests in a row. To
automate a skill, roll polynomials–1 until you fail. If you passed at least
two tests, the calculator rolls against a skill equal to 4 + the number of
tests you passed.
Guidance programs can be bought for 50–80 zorkmids, and automation programs cost at least 60 zm plus 20 times the program’s skill.
If a terminal is out tted with a data tape reader, a whole new world
of possibilities is opened up: the computer can save the results of polynomials tests (two to a tape) to be re-used by a pilot ying the same
course. Weft charts or other databases could be stored on futuristic
magnetic tape instead of bulky paper. The sky truly is the limit.

2.4

Deprivation

A body needs air, water, rest, food, salt, and vitamins to live. A person
is dead after ve minutes without air, three days without water, a week
without rest, two weeks without food, two months without salt, and
six months without vitamins.
To be healthy, a person needs constant good air, a quart of water,
two square meals, and six hours rest a day. Less than this, but at least
half-rations will let you lest about twice as long before expiring, in a
state of deprivation. Deprivation incurs skill–1 on all tests. Bad air,
thirst, hunger, sleep deprivation, and so on all incur separate penalties,
to a maximum of skill–3. Every week you spend deprived forces you to
test resilience or else fall ill.
Quilts do not need air, water, food, salt, or vitamins, but they do
need rest. Robots do not need any of these things, but they need to
charge their batteries at least once every three days. Plantoids do not
need food per se, but they need bright light about as much as food,
and they drink twice as much water as humans. A trio of space-crickets
needs half the air, water, food, salt, and vitamins that a human does.

2.5

Injury

Getting hurt is usually bad, avoid it if you can! When you’re hurt, roll
the damage dice (almost always one die, but sometimes two or more).
That is the base amount of damage you take—reduce the damage from
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Space-mesh

Hide/rubber

Body armor

Blunt force, whip
Claw, knife, laser
Gunshot, large blade
Fire, shockwave

Cloth/ esh

each damage die by 1 for each die on the test that hit you that rolled lower
than your armor rating. You can’t take less than zero damage.
Falling from a great height does 2 dice—or 3 dice if you have fallen
on sharp rocks or crags. On a moon, even a very great fall only does 1
die.
A rebomb or bon re does 2 damage dice. If you take more than 3
damage as a wound from re, you must make a cool test or else catch
on re! While on re, you have to keep making cool tests until you pass
one, and you take 1 die of damage for each test that you fail.
Being caught out in a storm can be very risky. Take a scrounging–1
test to nd shelter, and take 1 die of damage if you fail. For very powerful storms, a person takes 1 die of damage even on a success, and on a
failure ey takes 2.
The following table tells you your armor rating, based on the weapon
that hit you and what you’re made of or what you’re wearing. Note that
robots are typically made of light ceramics, plastics, and metals, which
count as space-mesh. Lizardmen have thick hide, and plantoids have
tough, woody esh.

4
3
2
—

5
4
3
2

5
5
4
3

6
5
5
4

Whenever you take damage, write down how much damage as a
new wound, then roll your hit dice: two dice, plus any ranks you have
in resilience. Drifters have only one hit die, not two. If you roll less
than the sum of all your wounds, you’re taken out. The spacemaster
says whether you’re dead or knocked out or something nastier.
If you’re wounded, you’re in pain: you roll the lower of your resilience and the skill in question on all tests. If you receive rst aid (a
successful patchwork test), you don’t suﬀer this penalty until the next
time you fail a test, which makes the wound reopen. Quilts and robots
are immune to pain.
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When you receive a severe shock (say, from electricity, a fall, or an
explosion), you must test resilience or be knocked unconscious. Instead
of this eﬀect, treat electricity as a re against robots. Any wounds from
electricity do an extra point of damage to any robot’s wound.

2.6

Spaceship Con ict

The rules for con icts are pretty broad, but not quite broad enough
to cover spaceships trading shots in space. Clashes between spaceships
need their own systems.
Space is quite large, so ships pretty much never meet by accident in
deep space. As such, these rules focus on engaging other ships around
planets and moons.
Ships ght in rounds, but they roll initiative diﬀerently. On ships
with a captain or with only one crew, ey rolls an initiative test. Crews
with no clear leader test the worst insight skill of the bridge crew for
initiative. Add the ship’s performance to the result.
Most spacers can make at most two tests in one turn, and there is a
penalty for multitasking: roll the worse of the two skills on both tests,
and make the second one at skill–1.
Spaceships take their turns in order from the worst failure to the best
success, as in individual combat. Any ship that hasn’t taken its turn yet
can jump and take its turn to contest another ship’s maneuver. Here are
the maneuvers for spaceship con ict:
M
Deorbit
Hold
Orbit
Pursue
Transfer

A
n/a
Orbit
n/a
Transfer, Deorbit
n/a

Deorbiting is going from orbiting a planet to landing on the planet.
Only ships with positive performance can land on planets, and only
ships with non-negative performance can land on moons.
Non-reinforced ships 8 spars or larger cannot take oﬀ or land on a
planet, and non-reinforced ships 12 spars or larger cannot touch down
even on a moon. No ship with more than 12 spars can land on a planet,
and none with more than 16 can land on a moon.

3.4

Surface Travel

Having landed on a planet, people need to get around. This is a tricky
and actually quite boring business, so many hop in a car, train, or plane
to speed it up. Some, however, still prefer to take journeys the old fashioned way.
A group of people carrying supplies, with animals and carts but no
powered vehicles, can make about twenty miles in a day. If you’re alone
and unburdened, you can make another twenty with a successful resilience test, but food and shelter are going to become a problem fairly
quickly.
The most common planetary vehicles are boats, which travel under
oar, sail, steam, or electric propulsion. Unpowered boats under favorable conditions can make 200 miles in a day, with a successful helm test
(half that with a failure). Small electric boats could travel 500 miles in a

shield is disrupted by a power surge and needs an engineering test to
be re-initialized.

Debris, ion storm
Micrometeor, point-defense laser
Kinetic lance, naval laser, railgun,
Star are, plasma storm

large+Reinforced

Mass systems are far apart: separated by gas clouds, ion elds, dust
zones, all manner of detritus and vast distances. Even ‘nearby’ systems
are countless miles away; it’d take many years to y between them. To
get around that, spacers use warp to y at great speed from one mass
system to another. Warp travel makes these voyages take days or weeks
instead of years.
Those with some psychical sensitivity are always ill-at-ease during
warp travel. The space-lines creak and moan, the ship rocks slowly,
buoyed by vast and mysterious forces. A distant muttering and sense
of wrongness lls the dark and cramped holds of spaceships. Ships are
surrounded by colorful auroras and vague shadows of horrible things
which sensors are worse than useless at probing.
Expediency trumps good sense, however, so millions take to the
warp every day. While ying through the warp,
Nevertheless, most ships do make it through the warp to their destinations. Warp travel between very close systems takes a few days, but
most voyages last anywhere from a week to several months.
Heavily settled worlds operate massive hyperwave ampli cation arrays, scanning the hostile foam of the warp for the telltale ripples of approaching ships’ movements.
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4
3
2
—

5
4
3
2

5
5
4
3

6
5
5
4

A large ship is one with 10 or more spars. Roll ship damage much
like damage against people, except damage done is the number of spars
broken.
All spaceships’ systems are, of course, rigged to spars on the ship’s
spine, and if you attempt to use a system rigged to a broken spar, you roll
at skill–1 for each broken spar. If all the spars that a system is attached
to are broken, the crew must make a rigging test or else the system in
question will break free! A spacesuit test is required to retrieve a loose
system, which remains in the orbit you had when you lost it.
A crew can make a patchwork test outside the ship to damage-control
a spar during a con ict—this lets the ship ignore the eﬀects of one broken spar until the next failed next rigging test.
Furthermore, every time the ship is hit (damage or no), roll a sixsided die for every system online. If it comes up a six, the system is
knocked out; it can be coaxed back into working with a patchwork test,
but the system will fail again the next time its operator fails a test with
it, or the ship is hit.
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some savannas, forests, and jungles. Hot and cool planets have oceans of
liquid water, depending on the season. Cool planets are typically temperate, but hot planets are very prone to violent storms, driving wind,
and sudden changes in temperature.
Some planets’s surfaces are covered in a web of intersecting canallike trenches, dug by unknown forces or some a civilization. These
canals are usually dry now, but sometimes people nd use for them.
Moons are almost always deserts, although sometimes they contain
frozen water. Most moons are more useful for their minerals or their
strategic position than for their scenery, and so spacers will usually visit
them for spaceports or outposts on their surfaces. A moon’s atmosphere
and gravity are thin, imposing skill-1 on physical tests.

Chapter 3

Exploration

3.2
The greatest thrill in the universe is discovery, and in space there is
plenty to discover. This chapter covers the process of exploration and
many of the dangers that you might face in the Galaxy.

3.1
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Planets and Moons

The Galaxy is full of volcanic hellscapes, windblasted storm-planets,
silent ice worlds, lush jungles, and barren deserts shot through with the
remnants of grand space-empires past.
Planets are huge chunks of land, some as many as two thousand
miles from end to end, stretched out through the void. Cold planets
with no sun to warm them curl up into icy balls. Those warmed by one
or more suns stretch out their limbs to absorb the warmth. Moons are
smaller than planets and are spherical or oblong, not the twisted ngershapes like planets. Suns are the smallest of all: little orbs of ery plasma
orbiting planets.
Cold planets are silent, starlit balls of earth and metal encased in
thick sheets of ice, millennia old. There is no wind or weather. A cold
planet is silent as a tomb and colder than time, but they are sometimes
home to mining colonies, research bases, or military outposts.
The surface of a cool planet, whose suns are at a distance, is mostly
glaciers, deserts, and taigas with scattered plains and forests. Hot planets are closer to their suns and covered in deserts and badlands, with
28

People of the Frontier

Much of the Galaxy is inhabited, but that doesn’t mean it’s tame, by
any stretch of the imagination. In so-called “inner space”—more or less
where the old empire of humans and plantoids held sway—most of the
life-forms are not so far form the ones described in this book. Further
a eld, unexplored worlds might hold other, stranger ora and fauna.
On the frontiers, if you’re likely to nd civilization, it’s not likely to
be human. Lizardmen and spacebolds abound in Old Quadrant, and
avians and sprickets hail from the now-collapsed Flyer Dominion.
Quilts have no civilization of their own, but most are in the Old
Quadrant or Spooky Rim. Plenty of worlds have robots of some variety
or other, but many have fallen in with the Galactic Communist Robolution and sought their fortune in some distant space-commune.
It’s perhaps the sad state of the Galaxy that the only traces of its
greatest civilizations is their mysterious ruins which are especially thick
in the Spooky Rim. Although riches in precious specie, exotic technology, or forgotten lore certainly await those who nd the right ruins, few
nd the perils of gloomy, haunted space worth the risks of plundering
whatever space-sepulchers lie within it.
Currently-inhabited planets range from single lonely outposts, to
thriving port cities, to crowded sprawlworlds where the entire landmass is covered in city. Most sprawlworlds were abandoned long ago,
when they could no longer import all they needed, but a few are still
inhabited or are experiencing an ingathering of exiles.
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Most people earn a living by selling their labor or trading in goods.
As in all economies, however, things are diﬀerent for the rich; the owners of land or stations make their money by assessing rents and service
fees for the use of their valuable properties, or from logging, mining,
milling, &so. The owners of spaceships own all the money to be made
from their operation, and pay their crew from the proceeds.

4.2 Space-Frontier
Being out on the frontier of space-civilization means living on board
some cramped and creaking excuse for an outpost of vessel, impossibly
vast distances from anything that might resemble a home.
If you’re lucky enough to own your own vessel, you get to make
your own way in the Galaxy. More likely, however, your crew of miscreants is under the stern and unyielding of some captain or company
rep set by the owner to keep you all in line.
Why would anyone go to space, one might ask? It’s a good question;
prospective spacers can expect dark, crowded and pungent quarters,
ceaseless work, and ludicrous danger. The rewards are few enough:
stale meals and meagre pay. But for some, space is in the blood (or the
sap, stitching, wiring, &so.), and the sweet taste of adventure washes
down the mealy aftertaste of hardtack rations.
Others might enjoy the solitude, or perhaps even the intimacy, of
being untold myriads of miles away from the nearest other lifeforms;
every spacer, be they a green cadet or a merciless asteroid pirate, gets to
be a personal friend of loneliness.
A spaceship needs several diﬀerent skills. Most ship out as antenna
ops, gunners, riggers, or throttle-jockeys (with the keen, gunnery, rigging, or helm skills, respectively). These crew are easy come, easy go,
and are typically payed ve zorkmids and a pint of booze a week. Teetotaling spacers, quilts, and robots make an extra zorkmid instead of
the rotgut. These modest salaries are oﬀset slightly by the fact that all
of one’s meals on ship are paid for.
More diﬃcult to replace are the ship’s engineer, navigator, and radio
tech. Companies and navies usually reserve these roles for their own
oﬃcers and mates, who earn more. An oﬃcer’s pay is usually 8–15 zm
a week, depending on experience. An oﬃcer is expected not to drink
with the hands, however.

3.5. MASS SYSTEMS
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day. Overland travel in electric or gas cars and trains is faster, covering
as many as 40–60 miles an hour!
Flight is available to those with wings, ying machines, or jetpacks.
Spaceships with positive performance ratings can y in the atmospheres
of planets, although those with eight or more spars must pass a rigging
test each time they do, or shake themselves to pieces.
Winged animals can make 15–25 miles an hour with good winds,
jetpacks 80–90 mph, and large ying machines travel hundreds of miles
per hour. Helicopters, jetpacks, and spaceships are the most maneuverable, able to hover and ascend vertically. Winged creatures come next,
able to ascend roughly one yard to every 3–5 horizontal. Planes are the
least maneuverable, but have the greatest top speeds.

3.5

Mass Systems

When ying through uncharted space, who knows what you might
nd? It’s pretty much left up the spacemaster’s cruel imagination, but
we provide some charts in case you want to randomly generate mass
systems.
Roll two dice. If both show ones, the system is not a mass system
at all, but a roiling mass storm! If only one die shows a one, the system
is a hot and gasseous nebula where young suns are born. If either die
shows a six, the system has a planet and a sun. If both show a six, it is
massive system centered on a giant planet. Otherwise, the system is a
cold, starlit iceball of a planet, far from the heat of a sun.
Where planetary system is found, roll two dice on the following table to add moons, planets, and suns. A system always has at least one
sun, even if you didn’t roll one. Keep rolling until the chart says to stop;
if it’s a giant planet system, keep rolling until you see stop twice.
2–3
4–5
6
7
8
9–10
11-12

Add 1d6 moons
Add a cool planet and a sun
Add a cool planet, stop
Add a hot planet, stop
Add a cool planet, stop
Add a hot planet and a sun
Add 1d6 moons

Moons are distributed around the planets at the spacemaster’s plea-
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sure, but giant planets start with two moons. If you roll doubles, add
an outpost, station, or spaceship to the system, but these are frequently
abandoned.
Hot planets are all clustered to each other and to the system’s suns.
Flying between them is comparatively easy, with the crew rolling skill+1.
One hot planet in six has active volcanoes.
Cool planets are farther out from the suns, and consequently are
colder than hot planets. One cool planet in six has frozen seas, with
little water liquid year-round.

3.6

Advancement

Spacers deserve a reward for risking their space-necks all the time! And
in S, they get it in the form of skill points. When you do
impressive things, you get rewarded for it with experience.
The basis of the advancement system is the notion of a crisis. We
say that someone is in a crisis if they’re at meaningful risk of losing life,
limb, or property. For weathering a crisis, you get one skill point. If you
were hopelessly outmatched going into the crisis, you get another. If
you were instrumental in bringing the crisis to an end, you get a third
one.
If one crisis follows immediately on the heels of another—a “out of
the frying pan into the re” situation—everyone who ends a crisis (even
if another one rears its head) gets the bonus skill point, but they treat
the whole series as one big crisis otherwise; everyone only gets 1 skill
point for making it through or beating the odds.
Finally, you earn a skill point if you suﬀer the consequences of your
luck gone sour.
If you spend a week practicing a skill, studying a book (you must
pass the enigmas test to read it) or pestering someone with more ranks
in the skill than you, you may spend skill points on ranks in that skill.
A new rank in a skill costs skill points equal to the number of ranks you
already have, plus one (or plus two, for a hard skill).

Chapter 4

Civilization
S isn’t just about launching out into the unknown, it’s
also about where you come back to and what sort of trouble you get
into when you get there. This chapter is about life and livelihood in the
Galaxy.

4.1

Currency

Unlike most of the economies you are likely to have experience with,
civilization in S is almost exclusively a cash economy.
Most people earn their entire living in cash or kind, with no lines of
credit available to them.
The zorkmid is a small coin accepted throughout the Galaxy. Great
bags of coin are tough to carry around, so there is also a standard(ish)
red gold coin, called a ange, supposedly worth 12 zm. In practice, expect to lose about 1 zm for every two anges you use in a transaction.
Other currencies are in limited circulation. For example, the Empire
of Pain uses silver certi cates called ‘dolors,’ which are worth 80 zorkmids. However, moneychangers’ services are not free, so nonstandard
currency is distrusted.
Where prices are given in this chapter, they are really more of a
guide; haggling is expected practice; accusations of forgery and fraud,
loud protestations of chiseling and forthcoming ruin are part of doing
business.
33
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is a standard size for data tapes, but no standard data format. Devices
store and read information to tapes; cameras for example can store up
to twelve pictures on a standard tape, and display them.
A power cell is the size of a pen, and fully recharges in ten minutes.
A power pack is the size of a hip ask and takes an hour to recharge.
A canteen holds one day’s water for a human, and an empty fuel can
holds two.
Once it’s time to leave port, the ship needs to be restocked with food
and water. Being a ship’s quartermaster is of the most important duties
a spacer (usually an oﬃcer) can have; their job is a careful juggling act
of cost, nutritional value, and perishability.
Item
Hardtack
Kelp
Lemons
Yeastion
Yeast protein
Salt sh
Salt tablets
Water
Vitamin tablets

Nutrition
Calories
Calories, salt, vitamins
Vitamins
Calories, salt, protein
Calories, protein
Calories, salt, protein
Salt
Water
Vitamins

Supply
24/box
18/box
120/box
60/box
36/box
24/box
360/jar
10 gallons
60/bottle

Cost
13
15
25
18
15
18
10
2
12

Unlike oceangoing ships, there’s little cooking on a spaceship, as there’s
no good way to deal with the smoke and open ames are usually discouraged. Meats are sometimes be heated on hot space-pipes in the engine room, but most food is consumed cold. The exception is yestion;
this sticky ochre powder stewed into a thick broth that is quite avorful, if a bit overpowering.
Ships may keep more interesting larders if the company has deep
pockets, but a representative larder for a crew of six for a thirty-day
expedition might be 10 boxes of hardtack loaves, 5 crates of salt sh, 3
three bottles of vitamins, 5 casks of whiskey, and 120 liters of water.

4.4 Recovery
The most important part of getting some time to rest and recuperate is
recovering from the illnesses and wounds of the working week.

4.3. PORT OF CALL
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Port of Call

Spacers make precious little money, but there’s precious little to buy
in deep space. Many spacers ship out with an agreement to pay part of
their salaries to some no-good relative, spouse, or sweetheart, especially
on long out-of-system voyages. After all, the only thing one’s money is
good for before ey pulls into port is losing it at space-cards.
In port is a diﬀerent story altogether, however. After two weeks in
the warp, a spacer hits the town with a half-dozen zorkmids burning
a hole in eir pocket, and is ready to fritter them away on wine, good
company, and song.
Ports are places to nd all sorts of entertainments, licit and illicit.
Those in port for a couple days might want to spend two or three zorkmids on eir own room in town. Generally a zorkmid is all it takes to
get roaringly drunk in a pub. Depending on your port, 4–10 could nd
you a wrapper of space-spice, which is enough for two people to spend
an evening in an aromatic, addled haze. Be warned that the authorities
might not be understanding about this sort of behavior...
A quart of booze will run you 3–5 zm in most distilleries or general
stores. Bread or hot cereal for a day costs a zorkmid if the ship’s galley
is closed, but better oﬀerings come with higher prices.
Granted how expensive it can be to have a good time, spacers might
work odd jobs in port. If there’s a shipyard, there’s usually need of riggers and shipwrights. Failing that, there’s usually call for a strong back
planetside or a quick hand with a spacesuit in orbit. There’s almost always someone in town who needs a tinker’s services, whether it’s manufacture for odds and ends or engineer for machinery.
The following table summarizes common port jobs. For a given job,
you need to be in port for a certain amount of time and make a test. On
a success, you earn the listed pay. On a failure, you get about two-thirds
the given pay.
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Job
Laborer
Orbital tech
Performer
Rigger
Shipwright
Smith, tailor
Tinker

S J
Skill
resilience
spacesuit
etiquette
rigging
shipwright
manufacture
patchwork

Length
1 day
2 days
1 day
1 day
1 week
2 days
1 day

Pay
3
12*
5
4
12
6
5

Although highly paid, orbital work is not steady; when there’re no
ships in orbit to be loaded or unloaded nor station repairs to be done,
work dries up.
Most clothing, tools, and weapons are made-to-order. This takes
1–3 manufacture tests, and requires the right materials and workshop.
Prices vary a lot depending on what sort of artisan you nd, but the
general rule is to roll a die for every test required, and add 5 zm to the
total. The process takes two days per test. Items on the following table marked with an asterisk require special skill or special materials to
make, so roll twice as many dice as normal.
Ware
Beam pistol
Boots
Coat or cloak
Electro-blade
Flute
Finery
Gloves & hat
Lightning whip
Lyre

Tests
2
1
2
2*
1
3*
1
2*
2

Ware
Raygun
Revolver
Ri e
Scattergun
Space-mesh
Spacesuit
Suit of clothes
Winter furs
Stun baton

Tests
3
2
3
2
1*
2*
2
1*
1

Spaceships tend to be hot and cramped, so spacers go hatless and
barefoot when they can. A suit covers the body and the limbs; it can be a
dress, frock, or smock, or it can be a shirt with breeches or a skirt. Coats,
cloaks, or furs are another layer, which give you skill+1 to weather the
elements.
A hat, pair of shoes or boots boots, or pair of gloves are not included
with most suits, but missing any one of them makes you roll a skill–1 in
cold weather.
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Space-mesh is a body stocking that makes working in a spacesuit
much more easier (skill+1) by preventing hot and cold spots form forming on your body.
The beam pistol and raygun are both laser weapons, which need a
beam crystal and a power source to work. The beam pistol can be held
in one hand, and red eight times oﬀ a small power cell. The raygun
requires a larger power pack, must be held with both hands, but can
be red twelve times. Whenever you make a gunnery test with a laser
weapon and roll two 1’s, the crystal burns out and the gun can’t be used
again until you replace it.
Since most guns are custom-made by individual gunsmiths, gunslingers are used to casting their own ammunition and cutting their
own beam crystals. Casting a dozen bullets for your particular gun or
cutting a beam crystal for your laser takes two hours of work and a gunnery test. A powderhorn holds enough nitrocellulose shavings to pack
three dozen bullets. Fixed-state lasers require specially doped beam
crystals, which cost twice as much.
The following things can be found in most every port worth the
name. Rarer goods are marked with an asterisk, and might not be found
in out-of-the way markets.
Ware
Air bottle
Beam crystal
Camera
Canteen
Data tape
Extinguisher
First-aid kit
Fuel (per can)
Glare-goggles
Knife

Cost
5
2
35
3
2*
10
12
5
4
4

Ware
Lamp
Powderhorn
Power cell
Power pack
Space-cards
Space-marlinspike
Space-radio
Tinkering tools
Towel
Watch (gold)

Cost
5
8
2
6
1
4
12
18
2
42

Most spacesuits can keep you alive for 24 hours on one bottle of air.
Fuel is a high-density oil used to run combustion-engine vehicles: one
can lls a bike or jetpack, three lls most cars, and six lls most ying
machines. Electric vehicles don’t need fuel, but need to be recharged
periodically.
Data tapes are magnetic cassettes used to store information. There
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4.6 Down and Out, Downtown
The bright lights of the big city do not shine equally on everyone. Ports
and cities with plenty of ritzy upscale neighborhoods are never with
out without the crowded, licentious mazes that are home to the less
fortunate denizens of the Galaxy. These are the districts where migrants
and mutants make their homes, where most things can be found if you
know who to ask.
Though spacefaring a noble profession, it attracts its share of unsavory fellows. Some spacers can’t wait to get into a trouble the moment
they hit port, and most ports are more than willing to provide opportunities. All sorts of entertainments can be had for a price.
Gambling at cards is an old favorite; make a luck test—on a success,
you double your buy-in, but on a failure you lose your money. Winning
too much is a bad form, and you may be required to buy some drinks
after spree of good luck.
Sometimes a spacer comes into questionable merchandise, and doesn’t
especially want to keep it. Fortunately most cities are replete with knowledgable businesspeople skilled in connecting interested buyers and interested sellers. The only catch is the 10–15% nders fee that a good
fence is liable to take of the proceeds. If you’d prefer to cut out the
middleman, nding a buyer requires a successful insight test. You may
retry, but a failure takes up a day of searching and there’s a chance that
other interested parties might here about your oﬀer.
The oldest profession is only getting older in most corners of the
Galaxy. The price of a good time varies with the local mores and the
reputation of the establishment, but rarely costs less than 10 zm. More
than 25 zm buys discretion, but respectability is much dearer.
Muscle is often in demand to prevent misunderstandings. An enterprising and intimidating spacer can both earn 5–10 zm and help settle
a legitimate grievance, all by spending an afternoon looking menacing.
It’s good work if you’re good at it, but you have to be able to keep your
reputation up, and that means not taking any guﬀ from kids who should
know better. Sometimes things just have to get ugly, so you better be
prepared.
Tracking down bounty heads can be quite lucrative. If a person or
a court has a pressing interest in someone who’s interests are to ee in
the opposite direction, they’ll usually put out a bounty on em. It’s best
to check the local broadsheets for descriptions or sketches of valuable
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If you have wounds, every night you may make a resilience test. Roll
at skill–1 if out in the wild and exposed to the elements, but at skill+1 in
a proper medical facility. If you fail one of these tests, you develop an
infection, which must be dealt with separately. If you pass, heal each of
your wounds by one point.
It is the unfortunate state of the Galaxy that disease is quite common. Failing a recovery test can cause you to contract an infection; similarly, after exposure to the sick, eating tainted food or touching lth or
corpses, you must roll save or else fall ill the next day. Robots and quilts
are immune to disease.
To recover from illness or infection, roll resilience. A failure raises a
your fever to a high fever, but a success breaks the fever. If you have had
a high fever for two days, a failure on your roll means you die. While
feverish, take skill–1 on all tests. You can’t roll against disease more than
once a day. The right drugs give a patient skill+2 against infection on eir
next test.
Robots and quilts do not heal naturally or suﬀer from disease. The
medicine skill cannot be used to for surgery on them, but the manufacture skill can be used on robots and patchwork on quilts.

4.5

Uptight Uptown

There is an unspoken division in most spaceships between the skilled,
but coarse, hands and the buttoned-up oﬃcers. It isn’t always so, but
oﬃcers tend belong to the professional strata of society. They get paid
a lot more and bill for less time working.
P J
Job
Skill
Astropath, Navigator polynomials
Doctor
medicine
Mechanic
engineer
Radio tech, scribe
enigmas
Representative
law

Length
4 hrs
4 hrs
4 hrs
4 hrs
4 hrs

Pay
8
12
8
5
16

Astropaths and Navigators are a strange lot; often to be found in
the secretive chapterhouses of the Guild. They are responsible for producing weft charts and routine courses that allow merchant ships to
go their merry way. This involves a lot of staring into the unblinking
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eye of the night, which seems to get to some of their heads. Either can
prepare a set of weft charts for local space. A navigator can also provide you with a course while an astropath will read your fate from the
movements of the heavenly bodies.
Doctors are there to cut you open and ll you with drugs, but responsibly. If you’re suﬀering from a wound or disease, a doctor can
make a medicine test to set you right. A success lets you immediately
make a recovery test, even if you’ve already made one this week, at
skill+2. No patient can do this more than once per day. A doctor tests
at skill–1 without access to eir surgical kit and a stock of drugs. Remember that quilts and robots require the patchwork or manufacture skills,
respectively, and are immune to drugs.
Mechanics are indispensable for repairing spaceships and other large
machinery. Repairing a busted machine (a ship’s system, for example)
takes one test per manufacture test the machine took to make. Then
roll two dice for each test and add the result as the cost of parts.
Legal representatives’ rates for pleading your case to the uncaring
wheels of the bureaucracy are positively criminal. The spacemaster should
assess the severity of the case for how many successful law tests will be
required:
Example Case
Force the immediate payment of a debt; rush a permit;
get out of a ne.
Order the payment of a debt without clear evidence; get
out of a nonviolent criminal charge.
Make an informal agreement binding after the fact; get
out of a violent criminal charge other than murder.
Get legal recognition for a trade monopoly; get oﬀ of a
murder charge.

Tests
1
2
3
4

For every failed test your representative makes, roll two dice. The
total is the amount in miscellaneous bribes, fees, nes that you must pay.
If ey failed twice or more, you could face reduced punishment criminal
charges, usually a brief stint in lock-up, ogging, or a week doing public
works projects.
Hand-in-hand with a the professional class is the trade in Nice Things.
Beyond the aspiring nouveau-riche’s desire for imitation neries, there’s
an ever-present market for antiques, useless gewgaws, and vintages older
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than three months. It is possible to spend pretty much any amount of
money on such things. A short guideline follows:
• Blades from a master smith, such as a collapsable space-rapier or a
brace of yghter knives, which give skill+1 to someone skilled in
blades, cost 75 zm at least, and more if the blades have a pedigree.
• Curios or jewelry worthy of display in the home of a petty oﬃcial or other member of the bourgeoisie typically cost 30–80 zm,
while those worthy of an aristocrat or a royal should cost no less
than 120 zm.
• A short treatise, written on a scroll, costs 35–40 zm. A longer
tome, a comprehensive treatment of a subject, costs 65 zm or more.
Reading a treatise takes an enigmas test and a day. Reading a tome
takes two tests and a week.
• A jetpack is a specialized rocketsuit that allows its wearer to y
with great speed and maneuverability. They are exceptionally
diﬃcult to make, and worth 90–135 zm. More expensive jetpacks
are usually built into quality spacesuits.
• A wave-motion shield—that is, a belt which projects a glassy haze
over your body to protect it from harm—costs 80–100 zm, and can
only be acquired from the most rari ed of artisans. While active,
attacks against you must be re-rolled a second time to be successful and you can re-roll tests against the elements. If such a reroll—
success or failure—shows doubles, however, the shield shorts out
and needs a manufacture test to get going again. While the eld
is on, you roll skill–1 to hide or to notice things, and cannot use a
space-radio.
• A briefcase calculator is an extraordinarily rare and valuable item:
a portable calculator. It functions as a 200-series calculator, capable of running the basic calculator program, but is mechanically
self-charging and can be moved from place to place with great
ease. A good briefcase calculator is worth at least 320 zm.
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Spars
2–3
3–8
7–12
10–18

Terms
lancer or launch
sloop or tug
schooner or yacht
barge or ship of the line

Shaping a spine takes one shipwright test for every spar that the
spine is to have.
A ship can be built with reinforced structure, making it more able to
weather space-storms or weapons’ re. This produces a heavier, less agile craft. Construct a reinforced spine as though it were two spars larger
than it is, which are considered loaded when calculating performance.
Non-reinforced ships 8 spars or larger cannot take oﬀ or land on a
planet, and non-reinforced ships 12 spars or larger cannot touch down
even on a moon. Even a reinforced ship with more than 12 spars cannot
land on a planet, and reinforced ships with more than 16 spars cannot
land on a moon.

The most important part of a spaceship is its space-engines. These are
carefully crafted chambers that contain ery, seething cataclysms of exotic matter. These are surrounded by carefully constructed baﬄes and
shielding to direct the space- re towards useful ends.
Space-engines are rated for a number of purposes; how many spars
they take up on the spine, how much power they produce, how many
control stations are required to operate the engine, and how large of a
heat sink is built into the engine.
Spars
1
2
2
3
4
4
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bounty heads, who can be worth anywhere from a mere fteen zorkmids (for two-bit crooks and snitches) to more than two hundred (for
especially dangerous, deadly, or despicable individuals)!
Believe it or not, the best apothecaries are found in the unlikeliest
of holes in the wall. Even respectable doctors take a stroll downtown
when they need to stock up their pharmacies. Apothecaries traﬃc in
every sort of drug, although we distinguish several categories:
• Analgesics dull the eﬀects of pain, brie y.
• Antipyretics reduce a fever.
• Antiseptics let you roll skill+1 against infection.
• Convulsants and paralytics make you roll at skill–1 for gross physical tests.
• Dissociative and psychedelics produce confusion.
• Pyretics bring on a fever, which can be dangerous, but gives skill+1
or skill+2 against disease.

5.2 Power & Propulsion

Reactor
Pion cover
Closed Pile
Open Pile
One-Point Compacti er
Hausdorf Bottle
Lindelöf Hellmouth
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Power
5
7
9
10
11
13

Stations
1
1
2
1
2
3

Sink
1
1
2
3
2
3

Building a space-engine is no mean feat. First a specially-treated resonant cavity must be created, which takes a number of engineering tests

• Stimulants and sopori cs give you skill+1 or skill–1, respectively,
for re exes and perception.
A wrapper of space-spice, as we mentioned, runs about 4–10 zm and
is enough for two people to enjoy a couple of zesty hours. That’s about
the going rate for a wrapper (two doses) of most drugs. Buying in bulk
gets you a much better rate: a box of fty wrappers runs 75–115 zm,
but owning or transporting so much of most pharmaceuticals without
special license is usually quite illegal.
Liquor is an analgesic and sopori c in large doses and an antiseptic if applied to a wound. Space spice is a stimulant, but can also be a
psychedelic to a select few, producing powerful semi-psychic visions.
Laudanum is a very potent analgesic and sopori c.
Out on wild planets, it’s possible to nd herbs, roots, spices, worts
for pretty much anything that ail you, if you know what to look for.
Make a medicine test and a scrounging test. If the scrounging test fails,
you can’t nd enough potent plants to make eﬀective medicine. If the
medicine test fails, the compound is liable to have a low toxic dose
or have a side-eﬀect. You produce one dose, plus however much you
passed the scrounging test by.
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Using an unknown drug is a tricky business, even if you know the
intended eﬀect. Roll on the following table once or twice for side-eﬀects
for a scrounged or otherwise unfamiliar drug or herb. Distinguishing a
scrounged-up drug’s primary eﬀect takes a medicine test and some kind
of lab.
2–3
4
5–6
7
8–9
10
11–12

dissociative
convulsant or paralytic
pyretic or antipyretic
analgesic
stimulant or sopori c
antiseptic
psychadelic

About half of all active compounds have toxic doses not much higher
than their medical doses; that is, they can be poisonous. Administering
a correct dose requires a medicine test. If you take a dangerous dose
of a drug, test resilience or go into shock. If you have wounds, shock
forces a resilience test to stay alive. Otherwise it just brings on illness.
About one in three drugs—including laudanum and space-spice—is
physically addictive. Every week that you use an addictive drug, roll
save at skill–1 for every previous week that you have used the drug. A
failure means that you’re addicted, and if you go more than a few days
without a x, you’ll go into a fever which needs to be fought oﬀ like an
illness to break the addiction, but vanishes if the drug is administered
again.

Chapter 5

Spaceships
Designing a spaceship is a diﬃcult undertaking. Even once all the pieces
are chosen, the damn thing still needs to be built. This chapter explains
how all the systems of a spaceship are constructed, and installed into a
spaceship.
One should keep a particular eye towards how expensive this noble
art can be; even a modest spaceship is utterly beyond the means of most
people in the Galaxy. Crew-owned spaceships are extremely rare; most
ships are operated by a company, navy, or wealthy individual who appoints a captain ey thinks ey can trust to the ruckus-raising ruﬃans of
the crew in line.
The spaceship record sheet at the end of the chapter is mostly for
individuals who are interested in creating or commissioning a spaceship
during play, to keep track of how many of which kind of test will be
required, and ultimately how much the ship will cost.

5.1

Structure

The superstructure is the bones of a spaceship, and the rigging is its
sinews. All of a ship’s systems are rigged to its spine or a hull. The easiest way to break ships down into classes is by the number of spars, or
mounting points, on their spines.
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Any one hull may have no more turrets than the number of spars it
takes up, minus one. Each turret requires two shipwright tests to fashion. A ship may have only one xed array, plus a second one if it has 10
or more spinal spars. Do not count the extra spars from reinforcement
for this purpose.
Antennae are used for four main functions: communication, navigation, scanning, and targeting. They must be housed in external arrays, which can either be xed to the ship’s hull or freely-spinning turrets.
Antennae for comms can send or receive signals, those for nav can
take bearings, those for scans can probe planets or ships, those for targeting can get a x on other ships or planet’s surfaces. Each antenna
requires one manufacture tests to fabricate.
Antenna
Space-radio
Space-radio dish
Mass pointer
Spectroscope
Thermoscope

Uses
Comm
Comm, nav
Nav
Scan
Nav, target

Array type
Any
Turret
Fixed
Turret
Any

Weapons, like antennae, must be housed in external arrays, but are
otherwise constructed and installed like other systems. Firing xed
weapons is a tricky business; when spacers test rigging for a maneuver
where the weapons are red, they test the lower of their gunnery and
rigging skills. If they pass, the weapons strike. Turrets need a gunnery
test to aim and a rigging test to hit, but these tests don’t aﬀect the rest
of the ship.
Weapon
Lance
Launcher
Naval laser
Point-defense laser
Railgun
De ector Ray

Array
xed
xed
any
turret
turret
turret

Draw
0
0
*
1
2
2

Tests
2
1
4
2
3
3

Like other general ships’ systems one engineer test is required for
ever two manufacture tests that the weapon takes.

5.2. POWER & PROPULSION
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equal to twice the number of spars plus the capacity of the heat sink.
Then, the injector and vent systems need to be installed with two manufacture tests. Finally, the engine is useless without an exotic matter
plug, which is worth 25 zm plus the four times engine’s power rating
cubed.
Space-engines only power the ship; to move it, space- re needs to
be throttled into some kind of thrusters. The crudest (but admittedly
eﬀective) form of thruster is a called a ux jet, and is built into the spaceengine itself. An engine with ux jets has no heat sink (so it will always
stall on a failed helm test) and has its maximum power output reduced
by 2. Construct the space-engine with the reduced ratings, but add two
manufacture tests. Flux jets consume all the space-engine’s power when
in use and have performance equal to the engine’s maximum output,
plus three.
Space-engines need at least one thruster system if they’re going to
y around. Thrusters are rated for their power draw and for their performance.
Engine
Ion relays
Maserdrive
Neutron Jib
Chromorig

Spars
1
2
2
3

Draw
2
3
5
5

Performance
5
8
11
14

Thrusters are constructed with one manufacture test for every two
points of performance and one engineer test for every two manufacture
tests.
A whole ship’s performance rating is equal to the sum of all of its
thrusters’ performance ratings, minus the number of spars in use on its
spine. Ships with negative performance cannot take oﬀ or land on planets or moons. Ships with zero performance can take oﬀ and land on
moons but not on planets. Ships with positive performance can take oﬀ
and land on planets and moons.
Under thruster power alone, it would take a ship several years to
cross the gulf between nearby systems. A warp coil allows a spaceship
to make the trip in days, using extra-dimensional shortcuts. A warp
coil incorporates requires great lengths of superconducting weft-cable
worth 3 zm times the square of the number of spars on the ship, and uses
1 spar for every ve spars the ship has (minimum 1 spar). Constructing
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5.4. ANTENNAE & ARMAMENT
System
200-series calculator
500-series calculator
Heat sink
Recycler

one takes three manufacture tests, one engineering test per spar, and
one polynomials test.
To make the shunt, a ship needs 5 power free for the warp coil, but
the power draw drops to 3 while the ship is in the warp. If the coil loses
power in mid- ight, the ship falls out of warp lost in deep space.

5.3 Cargo & Comforts
There is no sugar-coating it; spaceships are cramped places. Many spaces
pull double duty as living- and work-rooms, and spacers learn to sleep
sitting up, at their posts. In their few free hours, they drink, smoke,
play cards, and carry on. There’s precious little privacy on a small ship;
usually only what blankets and willful ignorance can provide.
Hulls are enclosures that protect crew and equipment from the savage space-elements. Each hull has a number of interior spaces equal to
twice the square of the number of spinal spars it takes up: a 1-spar hull
holds 2, a 2-spar hull holds 8, a 3-spar holds 18, and so on. Creating a
hull requires 1 shipwright test for every 2 spaces it has.
Room for two cots and kit bags takes up one hold space. One space
can store six crates of cargo or supplies, three probes, rockets, or torpedoes, or a single satellite.
Ships are likely to need a lot of controls, especially large ships; one
control station is needed for ever space-engineer, thruster (except for
pion jets), or external array. Any ship that is to go to warp needs a
Shunt Loom, which takes up a whole space. Every two other control
stations take up a hold space. Every control station or shunt loom takes
an engineering test to calibrate.
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Spars
1
2
1
1

Draw
1
3
0
**

Tests
4
6
1
2

Like other large machines or structures, one engineer test is needed
for every two manufacture tests.
A recycler reclaims the air and water consumed by the crew in a
hull. The draw of the recycler is equal to the size of the hull it serves.
A working recycler scrubs air almost perfectly, but only retains 90% of
the hull’s water per week. Most hulls are built to store 5 gallons of water
per intended passenger.
Without a recycler, the air on a ship remains good for four times the
number of hull spaces divided by the number of passengers, in hours.
After that, the crew roll skill–1 for bad air, and after twice that amount
of time they must make resistance tests to remain conscious. Robots and
quilts do not count for this purpose, and a plantoid counts as negative
one-half of a passenger (although if there are more than twice as many
plantoids as oxygen-breathers, the air will become uncomfortably oxygenated).
The calculators used in spaceships are not so diﬀerent than the ones
used on tera rma; 200-series calculators can run a single process at a
given time, while 500-series calculators can run up to four processes at
once.
Creating a calculator requires substantial time and expertise, including a polynomials test for every manufacture test and a small fortune
in delicate registers, vacuum tubes, and wiring. The components for a
200-series calculator cost at least 256 zm, and those for a 500-series are
worth no less than 512 zm.

If there’s not at least one free space on a voyage, the ship will feel
quite cramped.

5.4

Some ship’s systems systems can be built enclosed in a hull. When
enclosed, they take up two hull spaces per spar that they’d ordinarily
occupy. Some eligible systems, their sizes, power requirements, and the
number of manufacture tests needed to construct them, are listed in the
following table.

Ships positively bristle with antennae and weapon systems. These are
housed in various external arrays, which can be either xed to the ship’s
spine, or crammed into turrets on the ship’s hull. Each array, whether
xed or a turret, can hold three antennae or a single antenna and a
weapon system.

Antennae & Armament
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S Ship Record
Name:
Crew:

Captain:

System

Spars

Power

Spaces

F
T
N & C

C
S E M R

5.5. RIGGING
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Lasers require a large beam crystal to be used. This crystal never
burns out in ordinary operation the way a hand laser might. A crystal
for a point-defense laser is worth 45 zm. The crystal battery for a naval
laser takes a crystal worth 165 zm, four manufacture tests, two engineer
tests, and one spar on the ship’s spine. A single beam battery draws 4
power, and can drive two naval lasers or four point-defense lasers.
A launcher can be used to re missiles, release defensive chaﬀ, or deploy probes and satellites. A launcher must be installed on a particular
hull, and can only launch space-stuﬀ from a designated compartment
in that hull. Small hulls smaller can have at most one launcher, but hulls
that take up 3 or more spars can have two. Hitting a target with missiles
or torpedoes takes a polynomials test instead of a gunnery test.
Unlike other weapons, a de ector ray is used defensively, to ward
oﬀ meteors or weapons’ re. It is an ineﬀective weapon, but a successful
gunnery test with a de ector ray can foil an attack that would otherwise damage the ship. The test is at skill–1 if you do not have a sensor
x on the attacker.
Powered weapons have a rapid-discharge power cell, which stores
up power for ring the weapon. The listed power draw is how much
ship’s power is required to recharge the weapon cell. A de ector ray or
point defense laser can be red once, and a railgun twice. The crystal
battery for naval laser stores enough energy to re a naval laser twice,
or a point-defense laser four times.
A ship can also have a wave-motion shield that protects the whole
ship from harm using sophisticated inertial pumps. While the led is
active, the ship may not re laser weapons, scan ships or planets, nor
send nor receive broadcast transmissions—although tight-beam transmissions can be made with skill–1.
The inertial pumps for the shield have a power draw of 4 and take
up two spars. A wave motion shield requires six manufacture tests and
three engineering tests to craft, and a large degenerate beam crystal
worth 110 zorkmids.

5.5

Rigging

A spaceship is a ramshackle contrivance of systems scavenged from every corner of the Galaxy, tightly rigged together with a maze of tarred
ropes. There are two kinds of rigging: standing rigging and running rig-
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ging. Standing rigging binds the various systems tightly to the spine of
the ship. Running rigging allows the crew to control the way that their
home hurtles through the howling void of space.
Understandably for such an important concept, there are diﬀerent
schools of thought on how rigging should be done. Square-rigging is
the older, more traditional paradigm. Staunch traditionalists, especially
lizardmen, see newfangled gaﬀ-rigging as an unfortunate fad.
On a square-rigged ship, the standing rigging for each hull and spinal
system requires one rigging test per spar it occupies. On a gaﬀ-rigged
ship, however, anything mounted to the spine needs only one rigging
test, but all components larger than one spar require the construction
of a gaﬀ, which takes one manufacture test. Fitting all of a ship’s gaﬀs to
the superstructure requires one shipwright test.
The running rigging connects all the moving parts together. The
heart of it is the connections to the space-engines. On square-rigged
vessels, multiply the power rating by the number of spars of the engine
to get the number of tests. On gaﬀ-rigged vessels, the number of tests is
instead three plus the sum of the power rating and the number of spars.
Then there’s the question of the running rigging for a ship’s control
stations. On a square-rigged vessel, one rigging test per station hooks up
systems with their controls. A gaﬀ-rigged vessel needs only two rigging
tests, to connect up all the control stations in a hull.
Regardless of school, turrets require two tests to rig.
Gaﬀ-rigged vessels with calculators can have an additional sophistication. With an engineer and two rigging tests, any calculator can
be installed with a control multiplexer. While the calculator is running a multiplex-driver program, any control station can control any
system. With an additional rigging test, the calculator can patch in controls from a diﬀerent hull, as well.
Ships can be designed to link up to one another. On each ship to be
linked, the interlock must be installed, which takes a hull space, two engineer tests, and a rigging test. If the ship is to be able to use its thrusters
while linked, the interlock also takes up a spar.
Interlocked ships can share power. A single control multiplexer sufces to control all linked ships’ systems. Count all the spars of linked
ships against the performance of the ship.
To couple, ships must be in the same orbit, and each pair of ships
must make a rigging test.

5.6. THE SHIPYARD

5.6
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The Shipyard

When you are constructing a spaceship, the cost is determined by two
things: the cost of parts and the cost of labor. The cost of speci c parts is
given in the text in the above sections, but there is a generic cost as well,
determined by how many tests of what kind are required to construct
your spaceship.
Every successful shipwright test uses large pieces of a tough, rigid
material (usually metal, but berglass, whalebone, and treated wood
have all seen some use) worth 24 zm. Every three failed shipwright tests
wastes that much. Similarly, ever successful engineer or manufacture
test and every three failures adds 7 zm. Finally, every successful rigging
test or three failures uses up 9 zm of rope.
Then, there is the cost of the labor. As described in the civilization
chapter, shipwrights make 12 zm per test, and each test takes a week.
Engineers charge 8 zm for four hours of engineering, while smiths earn
6 zm for two days of work. Riggers are paid four zorkmids for a days
work.
If you designed the ship and commissioned it to be built for you, the
asking price will probably be 60–75% higher. Selling or salvaging a ship
usually fetches about 75–80% its base cost, less the cost of any necessary
repairs.
For each system, roll two dice. If either come up six, the system
can be repaired, but you need to an engineering test. Otherwise, the
system must be rebuilt and reinstalled. Repairing a broken spar takes a
shipwright test and a day of work outside the ship.
Shipwrecks can also be unceremoniously gutted for parts. A working system can be chopped up for any expensive components plus 20 zm
worth of parts for every engineer or manufacture test that went into it.
Even the wrecked systems are good for 20 zm for every three engineer
or manufacture tests that went into them. The electronics of a totaled
200-series calculator are worth around 128 zm, and those of a totaled
500-series, 256 zm.
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Afterward
Either you’ve just read through S or you skipped straight
to the end. You are to be commended and possibly also to be admonished. S was a labor of love for your humble author, who
hopes that you’ll enjoy it well.
Although S is a lighthearted game, any game can take
a wrong turn if it isn’t played respectfully. We see it as part of every
player’s responsibility to make a game of S a comfortable, enjoyable space for everyone else. Respect the boundaries of other
players; it is always more important to feel safe playing a game than to
play the game “right.”
If we cared very much about you playing a game “correctly,” we
would not have written S. Treat it as much as a jumpingoﬀ point for your own imaginations as a manual. You’re going to anyway, so we might as well encourage it!
Be seeing you.
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Example Ship and Crew
For your S use, we have provided an example ship and
crew of four:
• Space Captain Sandy Mettlesome is an experienced Space Captain of the Space Patrol who explored the Spooky Rim in eir younger
days. Much to eir chagrin, ey has been sent on a special mission
by Space Admiral Ivan Ironbeak based on some stupid report ey
made years ago.
• Riva Razorclaw is an inexperienced warwing eager to make a name
for eirself on this unconventional mission. Razorclaw is the helm
and tactical operator.
• Kurokousei Rei was once a prosperous trader, but ey nearly died
saving a fellow trader from a station re. Kurokousei was rebuilt
as a cyborg by the Space Patrol and is working oﬀ the debt to
Space Admiral Ironbeak by serving as the sensor and communication operators.
• Lizardman Holly is a high-spirited reptilian who was forced to
give up a lucrative bar-tending career to ship out on some damn
fool mission. The lizardman is the ship’s rigger.
We have also included an example spaceship, the good ship Twelfth
Night, that can be operated by a crew of 4.
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